
Volunteers as V.I.P.s 

Value Influence and Positioning  

 of volunteers in your community 



Why Do Volunteers Volunteer? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q4je9N26ouY 
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Why Do Volunteers Volunteer? 



Why Do You Work With Volunteers? 



V – Value     

I- Influence 

P- Positioning 



Why Should you work with volunteers? 

–Extra hands  

–Diversity  

–Skills 

–Community Ownership 

–Advocacy 

–Credibility 

–Refreshed Energy 



How do you currently  talk about your  

volunteer program? 

 

• By # of Volunteers 

• By # of Hours contributed 

• By applications 

• By applications turned into successful 

placement 

• By dollars saved 

 



http://www.betterimpact.com.au/roi/ 
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Time is Money 

Spending volunteer time is the same as money 

 

 

 

 

 

We don’t brag about spending more cash-donor’s 
money. So why do we brag about spending more 

time-donor’s hours? 
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How does the idea of looking at  

volunteer time as a cost (input) 

resonate with you?  



Example 

• Staff have come to you with a volunteer who is 

being inconsistent with their shift. On further 

discussion you find out the program is not well 

attended. Is it worth your time to talk to the 

volunteer about consistency or should it be a 

bigger discussion about the program in 

general? 
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Danger 

 

Once a program becomes more focused on the 

opportunity to contribute, what happens when 

there are fewer volunteers in the program?  



V – Value     

I- Influence 

P- Positioning 



What is the Impact? 

From our Organizational outlook
  

• What was the success rate of 

filling your shifts 

• How many times did staff 

give you positive or 

negative feedback about a 

volunteer 

• What did you accomplish 

that your couldn’t have 

otherwise done? 

From our Volunteers outlook 

• How many people showed 

up for their shift 

• Do enjoy their work  

• Are they proud of their work 

• How many have referred a 

friend 

 

 

 



What is the Impact? 

From a Community outlook 

• better physical, mental and emotional health of volunteers 

• volunteers feel a deeper connection to communities  

• have more compassion and tolerance for others 

• Students gain important skills that may lead to employment 

• New Canadians can meet people, practice their English, and 

gain experience to add to their resumes. 



Example of Impact 

R.E.A.D. is  London Public Library’s Literacy 

Program  

Circle of Readers is BPL’s Literacy Program 

 

How it works: 

Partner a volunteer with a child, aged 7-12, who 

is struggling or disinterested in reading 



Building blocks: Where do you start 

 



Measuring the right thing, with the 

right tool at the right time 

• Tracking volunteer hours may not be worth the time 

and effort if it doesn’t relate to the impact your 

volunteers have on your mission. 

• What so what should you be measuring 

• Need buy in from other people. Conversations with 

supervisors. 

 



Barrie Public Library 

 

Enriching the economic,  social and cultural 

vitality of  our community by opening doors to 

lifelong learning. 

 



London Public Library 

 

Strengthening people and neighbourhoods by 

creating connections that enrich lives, inspire 

discovery, foster creativity, and expand 

possibilities. 



Dear Volunteer X, 
We were recently discussing a new initiative for the volunteer 

program / library and your name came up.  Our goal over the 

next year is to do a better job of sharing our story, not only 

the story of the Library but the Library's Volunteer Program. 

Often when people think about a volunteer program success 

they ask "how many volunteer participated" or "how many 

hours were contributed". When we are able to share our 

stories it shows that what we do is more than just numbers 

and that we impact people and our community. 

I know you have a unique perspective of our Library 

Volunteer Program.  As someone who's benefited from being 

child in the READ program, you have also successfully 

brought your skills back to our volunteer program.  I know 

you're not able to be active right now but  I wondered if you 

would mind sharing what this has meant to you?  We'd love 

to be able to share with our board, stakeholders and possibly 

with the public. 

 



What is the Impact 

 

 

LPL Volunteer Impact Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ID4HNGyp6Q 
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Outcome Evaluation Worksheet 

Measuring the Difference Volunteers Make:  

A Guide to Outcome Evaluation for Volunteer Program Managers 
 

• Who is the recipient of the service?    

 Children aged 6-9 

• What is the goal or purpose of the service?  

 To help fill a gap in literacy services for children and promote a love of reading 

 and increased self-esteem.  

•  What indicators will tell us if we have accomplished the goal?  

 Children feel more confident in their reading skills, have a higher self esteem and 

 have an increased sense of enjoyment from reading 

• How will we obtain information about the indicators? (Method for gathering information)  

 A survey will be conducted at the beginning and the end of the program 

• What will tell us if we have reached our goal? (Level of outcome desired; i.e. percent 

        of clients attaining goal, etc.)  

 75% or more of children will indicate that their self esteem and confidence is 

 higher and they have an increased love of reading 

 



What could you do differently to 

Celebrate your Volunteers? 



Studies show that most volunteers believe 

the best form of recognition is to know 

the impact of their work. Organizations can 

demonstrate their appreciation by showing 

volunteers how their individual efforts 

make an impact on the organization’s 

mission and in the community.  

 

 



V – Value     

I- Influence 

P- Positioning 



Advocate 

• Educating volunteers on library resources so 

they can share with the community 

• Word of mouth about volunteer program 

• Talking up the library at budget time 

• Engage people in different circles to join in 

library programs, volunteer positions 

• Creating fundraising  opportunities 



Advocate 



Word of Mouth 

• Who is Communicating:  The expression “word 
of mouth” refers to the way that information is 
passed from person to person. Because it is 
coming from someone you know, the information 
carries extra credibility.  

 

• What is Communicated:  Word of mouth 
communication often takes the form of 
storytelling  – one of the oldest forms of 
communication from long before writing and 
reading were common.  
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So How Can We Make our Volunteers 

Feel like VIP’s 

• Thank them  

• Listen to them 

• Make sure they see the value of their work 

• Encourage them to share their stories 

• Brag about them   



What are 3 things you can do?  





In Summary 

• Volunteer Numbers and hours are not effective reporting tools 

unless you are using the data to effectively determine the true 

cost of running a program. Volunteer hours = input 

• The best way to recognize a volunteer is to report on the 

positive impact their time has had 

• Determine the best way to report the impact of each volunteer 

position and work with your staff and volunteers to share their 

stories  

• Create an environment where your volunteers want to 

advocate for and promote your organization without even 

being asked 



V – Value     

I- Influence 

P- Positioning 


